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Players can now be rated by the system, which measures the speed, skill and physicality of their
game in real time. Existing player ratings are updated every three months to reflect the latest

technical performance improvements. In order to provide a better, more authentic-feeling
experience, FIFA 22 introduces the “Broadcast View.” Viewers who watch the broadcast from a

locked camera angle will see the game play as it unfolds in real-time, while other players on screen
see through their own angle. The reworked Defensive AI mimics the human-designed defensive

behaviours of the game’s top professional defensive players. The system is tuned to create more
realistic patterns of movement, intensity of pressure and tactical decisions. To improve gameplay,
FIFA 22 will now include two-hour training days, and the ability to drill down into more advanced

training modes and video lectures. The player models in the game also include a wider range of foot
positions, marking behavior and head postures. New Commentary Paul Snyder and Dan Ryznar will
provide new commentary for FIFA 22. Snyder has worked with the game since 2013 and has been

part of the FIFA commentary team since FIFA 15. “I’m looking forward to joining the new iteration of
the series and working closely with the entire EA SPORTS FIFA team,” Snyder said. “It’s rewarding to
see the team’s hard work on the game result in such realistic and high-quality presentation.” Ryznar

is a former lead game designer on Madden NFL, now working on the FIFA series as lead game
designer. He also served as lead game designer on the PC adaptation of NBA Live ‘15 and NBA ‘17.
He joins the EA SPORTS FIFA team after serving as studio director on the Madden NFL series. “I’m

thrilled to return to the FIFA series and build on the great team, players and gameplay the franchise
has always delivered,” Ryznar said. “With FIFA 22, I’m excited to bring in a breadth and depth of new

gameplay mechanics and additional new features that fans are sure to love.” Other New Features
The ball physics in FIFA 22 have been improved so that the ball travels faster and changes direction
better on touch than ever before. Players will feel even more connected to their team-mates thanks

to a new breathing system. This means

Features Key:
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Features "HyperMotion Technology,” a new evolution in motion-capture gameplay.
The most realistic dribbling and shooting ever seen in a video game.
New live experience coming to Xbox One, PlayStation 4 and PC through EA Access and Origin
Access. The game launches with a dynamic new soccer broadcast that gives fans more
control over the on-screen experience.
New Playmaker Tactical Defending that brings an evolution to the way players carry out their
roles on the pitch.
New free-to-play mobile game FIFA Mobile
Fully dynamic 3D pitch that adapts to each game, providing the most authentic soccer
experience
All-new Beautiful Player Creator lets you customize your characters with over 700 new FUT
Players, including Gareth Bale, Paul Pogba, Cristiano Ronaldo and Sergio Ramos
New on-ball screens that provide the ideal view of each action, each with full-focus controls
to pull off the perfect goal or save.
Game-world character progression – Level up your attributes by mastering in-game
challenges.
New free-to-play mobile game FIFA Mobile
New camera angle – The game’s camera is designed to be the focal point of the experience.
Seamless transition from short to long ball – Whether you’re completing a one-on-one or a
long pass into a wider position, the pitch is designed for players at all levels to stay
connected and keep moving.
New On-The-Ball and Off-The-Ball Screen Modes to offer the most immersive experience.
Improved Double Freekicks technology - Easily knock the ball down with precision – and with
enough power.
- Improved video game visuals, realistic ball physics and pitch deformation.
Improved shot physics, where the reticle area of the cross bar now appears proportionally to
the size of the rectangle that will be hit.
Up to 5x larger stadium – the largest ever in the franchise.
Unique audio functions. With 10,096 on-field sound effects across 22 countries and 228
unique stadiums.
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FIFA is the world’s leading sports videogame series - and the biggest franchise of all time.
The series is published and developed by Electronic Arts Inc. (NASDAQ: EA) in association
with a global network of more than 100 local studios worldwide. FIFA comprises FIFA The
Game (FIFA), FIFA Ultimate Team™ and other online gaming content. Along with the FIFA
franchise, EA SPORTS™ FIFA is the best-selling sports videogame series of all time. EA
SPORTS FIFA The Game was developed by EA Canada. EA SPORTS FIFA 19 powered by EA
SPORTS FIFA Ultimate Team™ will be released on 26 September 2018 in North America and
26 October 2018 in Europe. You can find more information about the series at
www.easports.com/fifa and for all the latest news and information, please visit EA SPORTS.
FIFA ™ The World's Game™ Since its launch in August 1992, over 250 million copies of the
FIFA videogame have been sold. FIFA is the most popular sports videogame series in the
history of videogames. Created by Electronic Arts Inc., FIFA is the world's biggest sports
franchise with more than 10 billion gameplay hours per year. A member of the FIFA family,
FIFA Ultimate Team™ is the biggest gaming community in the world, boasting 75 million
users who play with and against each other every month. The FIFA franchise includes FIFA
The Game®* (FIFA), FIFA Ultimate Team* (FUT), the official videogame of the FIFA World
Cup™ and FIFA 2K. In addition, the FIFA series has launched several official, licensed
properties, including EA SPORTS FIFA Street™ and EA SPORTS FIFA Manager™. The EA
SPORTS FIFA franchise has won numerous awards and recognitions, including BAFTA’s Sports
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Game Award, BAFTA’s PlayIT Award and a BAFTA Craft Award. As one of the world's most
popular videogame franchises, EA SPORTS FIFA has been downloaded by over 10 million
people each day in the past five years. We’re committed to creating extraordinary games
that make our players laugh, cry and run across the pitch screaming. Our games are always
judged by their depth, creativity and innovation. You want a vibrant community to join you in
your journey around the world or your favourite competition? You’ll find it at FIFA. Powered
by Football™ EA SPORTS FIFA 22 bc9d6d6daa
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Build the Ultimate Team from the ground up. Create your Ultimate Team using over 90
Player, Club, and Equipment cards to take your team to the very top, with a massive array of
both popular and rare players from around the world. All players are available as both an in-
game item as well as a card, so no matter where you place them in your Team, they’ll help
you win! Additional features How to play As promised by EA Sport, and even more detailed,
FIFA Ultimate Team is packed with a lot of new details on how they want to play the game.
(Still wordy tho ^^) It starts off in the header bar when playing an online match. (Begin was
the video game back in the day. Can someone explain?) EA Sport is recreating the classic EA
Sports fanfare, which was seen at the end of EA Sports games years ago. If you start the
game online, the FIFA Ultimate Team theme will play in the background. (Hehe. Nice touch.)
In the menu bar, you can now configure the game in two different styles. In the past, you
could only adjust the game at the start of online games. Now, you can also do it after you
chose to play with the opposite team. (Or it could be something like… I chose to play against
A.I. and then they showed the title “FIFA Ultimate Team” all over the screen.) When playing
an online match, you can now choose to have the game run for 30 or 90 minutes. Before,
when the match was over, you’d always be notified the exact time of the end. Now, you’ll
only be alerted of the end if it happens within the last 5 minutes of the match. In addition to
the above mentioned changes, other additions include Simplified save/load system The
save/load system has been simplified. When saving the game, you can now select between 3
different types of files: Save Game Menu File Custom File The above three can now be saved
to the same location in your PC and then loaded at a later time. This will allow you to play a
game in a different time or different location. Before, you’d always have to choose a file to
load in order to continue playing your game, which could be

What's new in Fifa 22:

The World's Fastest Football Game
FIFA 22 features the World’s most authentic and high-
intensity gameplay. It provides more ways than ever
before to make plays, score like a professional, and
dominate every opponent. It’s FIFA in hyper-motion.
A New Generation of FIFA Franchise
FIFA 22's new roster feature, FIFA Ultimate Team,
allows you to build and train your own team. Go
global. Build your dream squad! You'll be able to pose
your favorite Real or virtual player and order the gear
that you see them in, giving them more of the
authentic look and feel of the player.
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AI Ratings & New Skill Rating System
FIFA Ultimate Team stat tracking keeps track of your
FUT items collected and progress over time. You can
see your rankings and compare your progress on the
global leaderboards with anyone playing the game
around the globe.
New Recommendations engine - Developed with EA
SPORTS' new intelligence engine, the
Recommendations engine helps gamers make better
decisions with their gameplay. The Recommendations
engine recommends items in FIFA based on all actions
your player has taken and matches they’ve played
that use this same player. This will make it easier to
identify potential items. Pick ‘em all up.
“Buy Once, Play Anywhere”
Enjoy FIFA Ultimate Team the easy way. With this new
“Buy Once, Play Anywhere” model, you can purchase
your FUT items once, get all the stats and images for
that item, and then play on any console system you
own. The item will provide any item enhancements
(top-quality players, unique training sessions, etc) for
all your other FIFA games as well.
New Online Co-op Challenges
Online Co-op Challenges give you more ways than
ever to play in harmony, as a pair. Challenge friends
to compete in frantic Create a Club or Online Co-op
challenges in which you compete head-to-head.
New Online Domination
For online, you can go even further in achieving
domination. Up to 12 players can compete in Online
Domination at any given time, each equipped with
their own set of tactics and 
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It is football – the world’s favourite sport. And now,
the world’s favourite gaming franchise is going even
bigger. Powered by Football™ is the new vision for EA
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SPORTS FIFA. With gameplay innovations, community
engagement and the most comprehensive range of
offerings ever for football simulation on console, the
action moves to a new level. FIFA 22 is going to be
bigger, better and faster than ever before. The FIFA
World Cup™ is just around the corner and it’s your
chance to play one of the biggest sporting events in
the world as it happens. FIFA 22 contains all the
greatest teams and players, but how they perform in
the form of one-to-one matchups, is where the fun
starts. Take control of the strategy and tactics that
create thrilling, action-packed matches, and see how
your players perform in real time. Even more, a new
Coach Mode gives you the opportunity to play
matches with the leading coaches from around the
world. Whether you're looking to challenge top-level
academies or play with the legendary managers of the
game's biggest clubs, FIFA 22 has something for
everyone. Enjoy enhanced FIFA features, alongside a
range of new innovations: improved ball physics,
more realistic passing, more efficient use of space
and a whole host of new playing styles. It’s a
complete football experience, and the best console
football game has ever been. New gameplay
innovations The new Squad Management feature
allows players to manage their squad directly from
their favourite clubs' digital team or transfer market.
At any time, players can choose to carry out cut-price
deals, free players or even sell players off the pitch.
This is where the fun begins. Old-school football fans
can still use the existing Squad Management system,
but in FIFA 22, everything is being reworked to be
faster, more intuitive and more accessible. Players
can still buy new players for an instant, but now
there's an entirely new way to manage transfers. Use
the original system to buy new players at a price they
want, then use Squad Management to change players
in and out of your team. In the new version, you can
use one of three new interactive touch-screens to
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easily manage the transfer and selection process. This
makes it much easier and quicker to arrange new
signings or sell unwanted players. You can even get
creative and alter the stats of your squad, from your
preferred players' height or weight to their speed or
ability
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